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VAPOR-LIQUID ~CONTACTING 

This invention relates to vapor-liquid contacting, 
e.g., in a fractional distillation column. 
One object of the invention is to provide for contact 

ing fluids more ef?ciently and more uniformly with ap 
paratus in which dumping is resisted despite relatively 
low vapor velocity through the tray openings. Other ob 
jects are to provide a column-like apparatus having low 
pressure drops relative to throughput and ef?ciency 
and high mass ?ows relative to column diameter and 
stage height. The apparatus of the present invention 
also provides reduced column height requirements for 
a contactor stage; reduced overall pressure drop for a 
given separation in a plate-type column; and reduced 
column volume requirements for a given separation, 
thus reducing the costs of the shell and the foundation 
associated with the housing and reducing column ?eld 
installation costs; and increased ratio of plate to point 
ef?ciency in a cross-?ow type device; and makes possi 
ble operation with higher liquid heads; all in a simple 
and reliable contacting device characterized by low 
tendency to weep, and good turndown capability. 

In general, the invention features, in one aspect, a 
contact stage in the form of a tray supporting a two 
phase ?uid dispersion of vapor and liquid, i.e., froth for 
mass exchange; means disposed in close proximity to 
the tray for damping ?uid flow oscillations impinging 
upon the tray, thereby permitting an increase in the 
open area of the tray and reduced vapor velocity 
through the tray openings without dumping; and vapor 
liquid disengagement and separation means above the 
surface of the froth. In preferred embodiments the tray 
is a perforated plate with total area of the holes in the 
,plate, or free area of the plate, from 15 to 55 percent 
of the total active area of the plate, preferably from 35 
to 55 percent. 

Preferably, the means for damping of fluid oscilla 
tions includes one or more layers of mesh comprising 
an open, interconnected cellular material with a void 
fraction in the range of 40 to 99 percent of its total ap 
parent volume and a surface area per unit volume from 
100 to 1,200 ft2/ft3. Knitted wire mesh, woven cloth, 
open-celled foam, and an open ?lamentary or ?brous 
felt or matting are examples of suitable materials. The 
mesh provides a matrix for retention of liquid in the vi 
cinity of the plate and for liquid flow to the plate. The 
presence of the liquid in the matrix near the holes in the 
plate inhibits bubble growth and therefore reduces the 
magnitude of pressure pulsations due to bubble genera 
tion at the plate holes. The smaller bubbles also result 
in a signi?cant increase in mass transfer. At the same 
time, pressure pulsations due to oscillations in the froth 
are damped and isolated from the holes in the plate by 
the liquid-loaded matrix. The depth of the matrix re 
quired to achieve the desired amount of damping will, 
in general, be less than 1 inch, and may be as little as 
one layer of screen. As the thickness of the damping 
layer decreases, the cell size must be decreased (sur 
face area per unit volume must be increased) to main 
tain the same degree of damping. In the extreme case 
in which the matrix is a single layer of screen it should 
provide a surface tension effect sufficient to produce a 
pressure drop of at least 1 cm. of water; to such end the 
screen will have a mesh between 15 and 80, an open 
area between 30 and 75 percent, and a thickness of the 
order of 0.05 inch. 
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2 
In another aspect of the invention, spaced generally 

parallel vertical sheets are located directly above the 
active area of the plate where, preferably in conjunc 
tion with the matrix, they control and limit fluid oscilla 
tions. These vertical sheets or flow control members 
extend in the ?ow direction across the active area of 
the plate, i.e., from weir to weir. They may be of any 
convenient thickness, of the order of one thirty-second 
inch or less when made of sheet metal, and are spaced 
from each other by a distance from one-fourth to 1 inch 
when used without the mesh and by up to 3 inches oth 
erwise. Spacing between each pair of sheets need not 
be the same as between all other pairs, although ap 
proximate uniformity of spacing is usually desirable. 
The bottom edges of the sheets can be in direct contact 
with the upper surface of the tray, in which case the 
layer or layers of mesh extend between adjacent sheets, 
or the bottom edges can be spaced above the tray, in 
which case the layer or layers of mesh can extend con 
tinuously across the active area of the tray. The vertical 
height of the sheets, for best results, should be at least 
as great as the depth of the layer of froth on the tray 
and at least twice the maximum thickness of the layers 
of mesh. This depth will vary, of course, depending 
upon the particular liquid and vapor combination with 
which the apparatus is used as well as with rate of ?ow 
and other operating conditions, but in general effective 
results are achieved using sheets having a height from 
2 to 12 inches. 
The vapor-liquid disengagement and separation 

means may be of any conventional form. In one'em 
bodiment this may take the form simply of an unob 
structed chamber or space between the upper edges of 
the sheets and the bottom of the next successive tray, 
in which case separation is accomplished merely 
through gravitational force acting preferentially on the 
liquid. In another embodiment any conventional cen 
trifugal separator can be used downstream of the tray. 
In still another and preferred embodiment, the separa 
tor is in the form of a layer of pleated or zigzag folded 
mesh extending generally horizontally across the flow 
path above and downstream of each tray. Where desir 
able, hydraulic gradient in the froth can be counter 
acted by tilting the plate from the horizontal or by using 
directional vanes to enable the vapor to pump the liq 
uid down the plate, or by a combination of these 
means. 

In general, each stage of the column contains a tray 
in combination with means for controlling ?uid oscilla 
tions in the direction of ?ow and with vapor-liquid sep 
aration means. 

Other objects, features, and advantages will appear 
from the following description of a preferred embodi 
ment of the invention taken together with the attached 
drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view, broken away, of a 

contacting-separating device showing one complete 
stage; and 
FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view taken along line 

2—2 of FIG. 1. 
Referring to the drawings, cylindrical housing 10 of 

liquid-vapor contacting and separating column 12 has 
a conventional central vapor inlet and reboiler (not 
shown) below its bottom stage. A series of contact 
stages is vertically arranged inside housing 10. Consid 
ering an intermediate stage shown as typical, a plate 22 
extends across housing 10. The active section of the 
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plate between inlet 23 and outlet weir 24 is perforated 
with 1/8 inch holes or apertures 25 on 3/16 inch cen 
ters. The area of the holes amounts to 40 percent of the 
total area of the active section of the plate (i.e., exclu 
sive of the downcomer and weir areas). This high free 
area of the plate minimizes pressure drop across the 
plate due to dynamic head loss. Twenty layers of knit 
ted wire mesh (York style 422) 26 are closely packed 
above the plate and cover the active area of the plate, 
serving to control and limit the vertical ?uid oscilla 
tions arising from normal distillation plate operation. 
The mesh is preferably in direct contact with the plate, 
and in any event is suf?ciently close to the plate (in 
general less than three-fourths inch) to serve its in 
tended purpose of reducing and limiting the oscillations 
at the surface of the plate, thereby preventing weeping 
despite the high free area of the plate and the low ve 
locity through the holes. 
The mesh augments plate mass transfer signi?cantly 

as well, particularly at higher F numbers (where 
F='g 1/ pH and jg is the super?cial vapor velocity and p9 
is the vapor density), and helps make high ef?ciencies 
attainable even with low heads and high overall vapor 
rates. Aerodynamically shaped directional vanes 27 en 
able the vapor to pump the liquid down the plate, 
thereby counteracting the hydraulic gradient associ 
ated with ?ow of liquid from left to right as seen in FIG. 
1, thereby to maintain a relatively constant froth height 
and liquid head over the active section of the plate be 
tween inlet 23 and outlet weir 24. Spaced generally 
parallel imperforate vertical sheets 28 are located di 
rectly above the mesh layers to limit and damp ?uid os 
cillations further by subdivision of the liquid. These 
sheets 28 run in the direction of liquid flow across the 
plate. The sheets are about 8 inches high and are 
spaced on 2 inch centers at the center of the plate, 
more closely spaced at the inlet and outlet, and slightly 
curved to match the widening of the liquid flow area at 
the center of the tray. The sheets also enable nearly full 
realization of the increase in plate ef?ciency over point 
ef?ciency due to the cross-?ow effect by minimizing 
liquid eddying and by-passing. 
The preferred embodiment shown also includes 

downstream of the tray and of the means for control 
ling ?uid oscillations a vapor-liquid separator means in 
the form of spaced layers of open cellular material 30, 
3O pleated or folded in zigzag fashion and disposed gen 
erally horizontally and parallel to plate 22 transversely 
of the vapor-liquid flow path above sheets 28. Each 
layer 30 is of the same general construction and has the 
same general characteristics as the layer 26. The pleats 
or folds extend at an angle of approximately 60° to the 
horizontal, although this may vary from 45° to 75°. In 
the preferred embodiment shown, each layer 30 con 
sists of eight sheets of woven wire mesh (York style 
931). The zigzag pattern generates a vapor ?ow area 
signi?cantly greater than the super?cial column cross 
section. The reduced velocity of the vapor normal to 
the mesh surface makes for more effective deentrain 
ment and makes reentrainment less likely. The steep 
slope of the mesh sections gives a gravitational force 
for liquid drainage down the sides of the mesh of 0.87 
times that of gravity and results in ef?cient liquid drain 
age down the sides of the mesh to the base of the mesh 
vees and from there back to the plate. This mesh also 
contributes signi?cantly to plate mass transfer particu 
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4 
larly at higher vapor rates where the liquid ?ow rate 
into the zigzag mesh is large. 

Liquid accumulating on each plate 22 ?ows over out 
let weir 24 and is transferred via downcomers 32, 32 to 
the next adjacent plate. 

In operation, vapor to be processed is introduced 
under pressure through the inlet and, in general, rises 
through the active (perforated) area of plates 22, 
through the plate mesh’ 26, and through the zigzag 
deentrainment mesh 30 of successive stages. Con 
densed liquid ?ows through the downcomers 32 onto 
and across plates 22. At each stage, large-scale ?ow 
non-uniformities are prevented from occurring because 
of the effect of layer 26 and the spaced vertical sheets 
28. These sheets and the plate mesh layer 26 damp the 
?uid oscillations on the plate and reduce the magnitude 
of the pressure ?uctuations at the surface of the plate 
22 and over the plate holes 25. This in turn permits a 
signi?cant reduction in vapor velocity through the 
plate holes 25 without weeping or dumping. For a given 
super?cial column vapor velocity, consequently, a 
much greater plate free area may therefore be used 
with consequently a much lower pressure loss due to 
hole velocity for that super?cial velocity. If desired, 
therefore, the liquid head on the plate may be in 
creased while still keeping overall pressure drop within 
acceptable bounds. The lower the surface tension and 
the higher the liquid head on the plate, the more tightly 
packed must the plate mesh be and the more layers of 
mesh which must be used to maintain plate operation 
without weeping for a given plate hole velocity. 
More particularly, in one important aspect the damp 

ing advantages of the invention are realized during pe 
riods in which the apparatus is operated at a vapor ve 
locity through the tray openings below that which 
would be required to prevent dumping or weeping 
through a conventional tray. Such low velocity opera 
tion will occur at the turndown point and in some cases 
even at the design point. Viewed in other terms, trays 
embodying the invention will have a dumping number 
Nd [a number correlating the onset of weeping with 
vapor velocity and other parameters, de?ned as 
Nd=(pgK/p)( U2/gao)4’5, where pg=gas density, p=liquid 
density, U=mean vapor velocity through the plate ori 
?ces, K=AP/pgU‘ (where AP is the dry plate pressure 
drop), g=acceleration due to gravity, and ao=radius of 
plate ori?ces, the de?nition being attributable to Kup 
ferberg and Jameson in Trans. Inst. Chem. Eng, vol. 
48, Tl40-Tl50 (1970)] relatively low by comparison 
with the dumping number required to prevent weeping 
through conventional trays. Typically, according to the 
invention, Nd will be less than 0.7, e.g., as low as 0.3. 
As the vapor leaves the surface of the froth, it may 

entrain a signi?cant amount of liquid as droplets. The 
entrainment is greater the higher the super?cial veloc 
ity of the vapor and the lower the surface tension of the 
system. The entrainment decreases with distance above 
the froth surface. As the vapor enters the zigzag mesh 
30, the droplets strike, collect, and grow on the small 
wires of the deentrainment mesh. Gravity drains the 
liquid to the base of the zigzag mesh vees from which 
the liquid returns to the plate. Much of the liquid will 
drain down the vertical sheets 28 to the plate, reducing 
the likelihood of its being reentrained before returning 
to the froth. The slight resistance the mesh offers to the 
vapor ?ow causes the vapor to turn so that it tends to 
?ow more at right angles to the mesh since this is the 
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path of least resistance. Because of the zigzag con?gu 
ration, the mesh has an area greater than the super?cial 
column cross-section area and the vapor velocity nor 
mal to the mesh is therefore less than the super?cial ve 
locity. This lower velocitynormal to the mesh reduces 
the likelihood of reentrainment. Atythe sametime'the 
steep slope of the zigzag. elementscauses the liquid to 
drain readily to the base 'of the vees and thence back 
to the plate. I I ‘- ' 

Because of the lower vapor velocity normal to the 
mesh, and the rapid liquid drainage from the mesh, the 
zigzag configuration offers a major improvement in the 
performance of deentrainment mesh, enabling bulk 
deentrainment close to the froth surface at high super 
?cial vapor velocities and with only moderate pressure 
drop across the mesh. Because of the high liquid circu~ 
lation rates through the zigzag mesh, the composition 
of the liquid in the mesh is very close to that of the bulk 
liquid on the plate below. For this reason and because 
of the intimate contacting of vapor and liquid in the zig 
zag mesh, signi?cant additional mass transfer occurs in 
the zigzag mesh. 
Other embodiments (e. g., with purely countercurrent 

?ow of vapor and liquid, or with the ?uid oscillation 
damping means described herein applied to distillation 
trays other than perforated plates (e.g., valve trays), or 
with other conventional deentrainment means) will 
occur to those skilled in the art and are within the fol 
lowing claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In vapor-liquid contacting apparatus of the cross 

?ow type having a column housing and at least one 
contact stage in said housing, said apparatus including 
liquid and vapor inlets to said stage, and a liquid outlet 
from said stage, that improvement comprising 
an ori?ced tray mounted in said housing at said stage, 
between said inlets, 

said tray having free area comprising 15-55 percent 
of the total active area of the tray and being 
mounted with said free area in effective communi 
cation with both said inlets to permit vapor to rise 
through said tray to contact liquid thereabove and 
produce a two phase dispersion of vapor and liquid 
supported on said tray, and 

means disposed adjacent a surface of said tray at said 
free area, in effective communication with said 
vapor inlet and said liquid inlet, for damping ?uid 
oscillations impinging upon said free area of said 
tray and for thereby reducing the vapor velocity 
through said free area required to prevent dump 
ing. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 in which said tray 
comprises a perforated plate with open area from 35 to 
55 percent of the total active area of the plate. 

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
means comprises a liquid retention matrix having a 
void fraction from 40 to 99 percent of its total apparent 
volume and a surface area from 100 to 1,200 square 
feet per cubic foot of apparent volume. 

4. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3 wherein said ma 
trix is a single layer of screening having a mesh between 

' l5 and 80, and an open area between 30 and 75 per 
cent. . 

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3 wherein said ma 
trix comprises a multiplicity of layers of open, intercon 
nected cellular mesh. 
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6 
6. Apparatus as claimed . in claim 3 wherein said 

means further comprises a plurality of spaced sheets 
extending‘ in the direction of liquid flow across the tray, 
perpendicular to the tray, and above the upper surface 
of said matrix to a height at least twice the thickness of 
said matrix. I 

7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3 wherein said ap 
paratus further comprises directional vanes located di 
rectly above said liquid retention matrix to pump liquid 
down said tray. ' 

: 8. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
means comprises a plurality of spaced sheets extending 
in the direction of liquid ?ow across the tray and per 
pendicular to the plate, the spacing between sheets 
being no greater than 1 inch. 

9. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 further compris 
ing downstream of said means a vapor-liquid separator 
comprising spaced, pleated, generally horizontal layers 
of open cellular material. 

10. The improvement of claim 1 wherein said means 
is adjacent the upper surface of said tray. 

11. In a vapor-liquid contacting process comprising 
supplying vapor through a tray in a contacting and sep 
arating stage of the cross-flow type having vapor and 
liquid inlets to said stage, that improvement comprising 
the steps of 
providing an ori?ced tray in said stage, between said 

inlets, said tray having free area comprising 15-55 
percent of the total active area of the tray, 

mounting said tray with said free area in effective 
communication with both said inlets to permit 
vapor to rise through said tray to contact liquid 
thereabove and produce a two phase dispersion of 
vapor and liquid supported on said tray, 

providing means adjacent a surface of said tray at 
said free area, in effective communication with said 
vapor inlet and said liquid inlet, for damping ?uid 
oscillations impinging upon said free area of said 
tray and for thereby reducing the vapor velocity 
through said free area required to prevent dump 
ing, and 

passing vapor through the tray openings at a velocity 
below the minimum velocity required to prevent 
liquid dumping through the tray in the absence of 
said means. 

12. The improvement of claim 1 1 wherein during op 
eration at the turndown point said vapor is passed 
through said openings at a velocity below said mini 
mum velocity. 

13. The improvement of claim 11 wherein during op 
eration at the design point said vapor is passed through 
said openings at a velocity below said minimum veloc 
ity. 

14. The improvement of claim 11 further comprising 
using as the tray a perforated plate the active area of 
which is 15-55 percent open. 

15. The improvement of claim 14 further comprising 
damping said oscillations suf?ciently to bring Nd below 
0.7. 

16. The improvement of claim 11 further comprising 
damping said ?uid oscillations with a liquid retention 
matrix having a void fraction from 40 to 99 percent of 
its total apparent volume and a surface area from 100 
to 1200 square feet per cubic foot of apparent volume. 

17. The improvement of claim 16 further comprising 
using as said matrix a single layer of screening chosen 
to produce a surface tension effect suf?cient to cause 
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a pressure drop across the screen of at least 1 cm. of 
water. 

18. The improvement of claim 16 further comprising 
using as said matrix a multiplicity of layers of open, in 
terconnected cellular mesh. 

19. The improvement of claim 1 1 further comprising 
damping said ?uid oscillations with a plurality of 
spaced sheets extending in the direction of liquid ?ow 
across the tray and perpendicular to the tray, the spac 
ing between sheets being no greater than 1 inch. 

20. The improvement of claim 11 further comprising 
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8 
damping said ?uid oscillations with the combination of 
a liquid retention matrix having a void fraction from 40 
to 99 percent of its total apparent volume and a surface 
area from 100 to 1200 square feet per cubic foot of ap 
parent volume, and a plurality of spaced sheets extend 
ing in the direction of liquid ?ow across the tray, per 
pendicular to the tray, and above the upper surface of 
said matrix to a height at least twice the thickness of 

said matrix. 
* * '* * * 


